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Abstract
We show that the large N expansion in the multi-trace 1 formal hermitian matrix model is governed
by the topological recursion of [EO07a] with initial condition. In terms of a 1d gas of eigenvalues, this
model includes – on top of the squared Vandermonde – multilinear interactions of any order between the
eigenvalues. In this problem, the initial data pω01 , ω02q of the topological recursion is characterized: for ω01 ,
by a non-linear, non-local Riemann-Hilbert problem on the discontinuity locus Γ to determine ; for ω02 , by a
related but linear, non-local Riemann-Hilbert problem on the discontinuity locus Γ. In combinatorics, this
model enumerates discrete surfaces (maps) whose elementary 2-cells can have any topology – ω01 being the
generating series of disks and ω02 that of cylinders. In particular, by substitution one may consider maps
whose elementary cells are themselves maps, for which we propose the name ”stuffed maps”. In a sense,
our results complete the program of the ”moment method” initiated in the 90s to compute the formal 1{N
in the one hermitian matrix model.
1 Introduction
1.1 Problem and main results
It is well-known that the large N expansion of the partition function and correlation functions in a
N ˆN hermitian matrix model with measure:
dµpMq “ dM e´NV pMq (1.1)
is governed by a topological recursion [ACM92, ACKM93, ACKM95, Eyn04]. This topological recur-
sion takes a universal form and it goes far beyond the realm of matrix models. Eynard and Orantin
have defined it axiomatically in the context of algebraic geometry [EO07a], and in this form, it enjoys
many interesting properties (symplectic invariance, special geometry, WDVV equations, . . . ), and has
appeared provably or experimentally in many problems of 2D enumerative geometry: the two her-
mitian matrix model [EO08] and the chain of hermitian matrices [CEO06], topological string theory
and Gromov-Witten invariants [BKMP09, BEMS10, EMS09, MP12, NS11, EO12], integrable systems
[BE09, BE10, BE11], intersection numbers on the moduli space of curves [EO07b, Eyn11b, Eyn11a],
asymptotic of knot invariants [DFM11, BE12, BEM12], . . .
In this article, we extend the range of applicability of the topological recursion, by showing it
governs (in the same universal form) the large N expansion of formal hermitian matrix integrals
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based on the measure:
dµpMq “ dM exp
´ ÿ
kě1
hě0
pN{tq2´2h´k
k!
TrThk pM pkq1 , . . . ,M pkqk q
¯
, (1.2)
where M
pkq
i “ 1N b ¨ ¨ ¨ bM b ¨ ¨ ¨1N is a k-th tensor product where M appears in i-th position, and
1N is the identity matrix. It induces the following measure of eigenvalues of M :
dµpλ1, . . . , λN q “ VolpUpNqq
N !p2piqN
Nź
i“1
dλi
ź
1ďiăjďN
pλi´λjq2 exp
´ ÿ
kě1
hě0
pN{tq2´2h´k
k!
Nÿ
i1,...,ik“1
T gk pλi1 , . . . , λikq
¯
.
(1.3)
This is a generalization of the result obtained for arbitrary 2-point interaction (i.e. Thk ” 0 whenever
pk, hq ‰ p1, 0q, p2, 0q) in a recent work with Eynard and Orantin [BEO13]. As we explain in Section 2,
the dependence in N of the measure (1.2) is the natural choice in order to have an expansion of
topological nature.
We consider in the model (1.2) the partition function:
Z “ µr1s “
ˆ
dµpMq, (1.4)
and the n-point correlation function:
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “
µ
”śn
j“1 Tr
1
xj´M
ı
c
µr1s , (1.5)
where the subscript c stands for ”cumulant” expectation value. In the context of formal matrix
integrals, they have by construction a decomposition of the form:
Z 9 exp
´ ÿ
gě0
pN{tq2´2g F g
¯
, (1.6)
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
gě0
pN{tq2´2g´nW gnpx1, . . . , xnq. (1.7)
The precise definitions will be given in Section 2. Our main result are Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, from
which follows Theorem 5.1, which can be stated informally but with assumptions as follows:
Proposition 1.1 If the parameters of Thk are tame (see Definition 4.1), then all
W gnpx1, . . . , xnqdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn can be analytically continued to meromorphic n-forms on Cn for the
same Riemann surface C, can be computed by a recursion on 2g ´ 2` n ą 0, which coincide up to an
initial condition Φgnpz, zIq with the topological recursion of [EO07a]. The initial data of this recursion
is W 01 and W
0
2 .
The tame condition is here the analog of an ”off-criticality” condition in the context of random matrix
theory.
1.2 Motivations
Beyond the effort to develop a complete theory of the topological recursion, let us motivate the study
of models (1.2).
It is well-known that formal hermitian matrix integrals with measure (1.1) enumerates maps, i.e.
discrete surfaces obtained by polygonal faces with the topology of a disc along their edges. V pxq is
2
a generating series for the Boltzmann weight of such 2-cells. The large N expansion of the partition
function and the correlation functions in these models collect maps of a given topology. Similarly,
we show in Section 2 that formal matrix integrals with measure (1.2) enumerate stuffed maps, i.e.
maps obtained by gluing 2-cells having the topology of a Riemann surface of genus h with k polygonal
boundaries. Thk px1, . . . , xkq is a generating series of such 2-cells. Usual maps carrying self-avoiding
loop configurations – the so-called Opnq model, introduced in a special case by [K89] – are equivalent
to stuffed maps where the elementary cells may have the topology of a disc (usual faces) or of a
cylinder (rings of faces carrying the loops). Usual maps with configuration of possibly intersecting
loops can also be represented by stuffed maps. Therefore, the result of this article applies to many
combinatorial models studied previously on usual random maps. In a sense, our results completes the
program of the moment method [ACM92, ACKM93, ACKM95, EK95] initiated in the context of 2d
quantum gravity to compute the large N expansion in the one hermitian matrix model (1.1). Our
result is that the same method, put in the form of the topological recursion [EO07a], applies to all
multi-trace 1 hermitian matrix models.
In [GM06], Marin˜o and Garoufalidis claim that, for any closed 3 manifold obtained by filling in a
knot K, the UpNq evaluation of the LMO invariants of a 3-manifold can be computed from the UpNq
Kontsevich integral of K, which is a formal 1 hermitian matrix model, i.e. of the form (1.2) for certain
(in general non-explicit) weights tpXq. This indicates that the large N expansion of those invariants
should be described by a topological recursion. This will be the matter of a forthcoming work.
The convergent version of (2.8) – when it is well-defined – describes a system of N repulsive
particles with position λ1, . . . , λN , which may have arbitrary k-point interactions. Such integrals
frequently appear in the computation of correlation functions in quantum integrable systems, after
applying Sklyanin’s quantum separation of variables (see for instance [KKN] in the example of the
XXX spin chain and references therein).
1.3 Outline
We first define the formal model 1.2 and the combinatorics of stuffed maps (Section 2), describe their
nester structure in the case of planar maps and analyze some consequences (Section 3). Then, we
write down the Schwinger-Dyson equations satisfied by the correlation functions (1.5) (Section 4).
They are equivalent to functional relations for generating series of stuffed maps, which can be given a
bijective proof by Tutte’s method. Their analysis (Section 4.2-4.4) shows that W gn have the same type
of monodromies around their discontinuity locus. More precisely, they satisfy a hierarchy of linear
loop equations in the terminology of [BEO13] (Theorem 4.2). Then, the Schwinger-Dyson equations
can be recast as quadratic loop equations (Section 4.5, Theorem 4.3), and we can conclude in Section 5
using the results of [BEO13] that W gn for 2g ´ 2` n ą 0 are given – up to a shift for pg, nq “ p2, 0q –
by the topological recursion (Theorem 5.1).
In practice, this reduces the problem of computing the sequence pW gnqn,g to the problem of comput-
ing W 01 and W
0
2 . We show that W
0
1 is characterized by a scalar non-linear, non-local Riemann-Hilbert
problem with a unknown jump locus Γ (see (3.6)), whereas W 02 is characterized by a related but linear,
non-local Riemann-Hilbert problem on Γ (see (3.21)). In general, it seems hopeless to find the solution
for W 01 pxq and W 02 px1, x2q in closed form, but they can easily be obtained recursively as power series
in the parameters of Thk .
The core of our computation is the analysis of the Schwinger-Dyson equation of Section 5 to show
linear and quadratic loop equations (Theorem 4.2 and 4.3), and is relevant both for convergent and
formal matrix integrals. It explains why the topological recursion holds in the same universal form in
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the class of models (1.2). The other technical details and assumptions are somewhat specific to the
case of formal matrix integrals to which we restrict in this article. In the convergent matrix model,
the assumptions and technical steps are of different nature and are more involved, because one needs
first to justify the existence of a large N expansion for an appropriate topology. In the more simple
convergent model (1.1), the large N asymptotic expansion were established in the one-cut case in
[APS01, BG12], and in the multi-cut case in [BG13] justifying the heuristics of [BDE00, Eyn09] under
natural assumptions on V . The generalization of this approach to the model (1.2) seen as a convergent
matrix model will be addressed in a subsequent work [BGK].
2 The formal model
We recall the definition of formal matrix integrals, and describe its underlying combinatorics in terms
of stuffed maps. If A is a ring, and t is a collection of variables, Arrtss is the ring of formal series in t
with coefficients in A, whereas Arts is the polynomial ring of A.
2.1 Definition and notations
Let dM be the Lebesgue measure on the space of N ˆ N hermitian matrices HN , and µ0 be the
Gaussian measure:
dµ0pMq “ dM exp
´
´ N TrM
2
2t
¯
. (2.1)
Let t “ pth`1,...,`kq`,k,h a sequence of formal variables, assumed to be symmetric in `1, . . . , `k. For any
k ě 1 and h ě 0, we define a formal series depending on variables p “ pp`q`ě1:
rThk ppq “ ÿ
`1,...,`kě1
th`1,...,`k
kź
i“1
p`i P Crrpssrrtss. (2.2)
We introduce a exponential generating series:
ψppq “ exp
´ ÿ
kě1
hě0
pN{tq2´2h´k
k!
rThk ppq¯ P Crrpssrrtss. (2.3)
Given a matrix M , we will specialize those variables to:
p`rM s “ TrM
`
`
. (2.4)
Then, we define the partition function Z and the free energy F as:
Z “ µ0
“
ψpprM sqs
µ0r1s P Crrtss,
F “ lnZ P Crrtss, (2.5)
and the disconnected n-point correlation functions as:
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “ 1
Z
µ0
”
ψpprM sq
nź
j“1
Tr
1
xj ´M
ı
P Crrpx´1j qjssrrtss. (2.6)
If I is a set with n elements, we use the notation WnpxIq “ WnppxiqiPIq. The connected n-point
correlators Wnpx1, . . . , xnq can then be defined as the cumulant expectation values (instead of the
4
moments) of Tr 1{pxj ´Mq:
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
J$v1,nw
rJsź
i“1
W|Ji|pxJiq, (2.7)
where the sum runs over partitions of v1, nw, and rJs denotes the number of subsets in the partition
J .
2.2 Multidimensional integrals
Formally, if we disregard the dependence in N that we chose in (2.3), dµ0pMqψpprM sq is the most
general measure on the space of N ˆN hermitian matrices which is invariant under conjugation. We
may also diagonalize M and consider the measure induced on its eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN :
pdµ0 ¨ ψqpλ1, . . . , λN q 9
Nź
i“1
dλi
ź
1ďiăjďN
pλi ´ λjq2 exp
´ ÿ
kě1
hě0
pN{tq2´2h´k
k!
Nÿ
i1,...,ik“1
Thk pλi1 , . . . , λikq
¯
,
(2.8)
where we have introduced the formal series:
Thk px1, . . . , xkq “ ´δk,1δh,0 x
2
2t
`
ÿ
m1,...,mkě1
thm1,...,mk
m1 ¨ ¨ ¨mk x
m1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨xmkk . (2.9)
2.3 Stuffed maps
We now introduce the combinatorial model behind (1.2).
‚ An elementary 2-cell of topology pk, hq and perimeters p`1, . . . , `kq is a topological, orientable,
connected surface of genus g, with boundaries Bi (1 ď i ď k) endowed with a set Vi Ď Bi of
`i ě 1 vertices (see Figure 1). The connected components of BizVi are considered as edges.
‚ A stuffed map of topology pn, gq and perimeters p`1, . . . , `kq is a orientable, connected, discrete
surface M of genus g, obtained from n labeled rooted elementary 2-cells with topology of a disc
and perimeters `1, . . . , `n, and from a finite collection of rooted unlabeled elementary 2-cells,
by gluing pairs of edges of opposite orientation. The labeled cells are considered as boundaries
of the stuffed map, and the rooting on edges which do not belong to the boundary of M are
forgotten after gluing. We denote Mg`1,...,`n this set of stuffed maps.
‚ We say that a elementary 2-cell (or a stuffed map) with boundaries is rooted when a marked
edge has been chosen on each boundary. By following the cyclic order, the rooting induces a
labeling of the edges of the boundaries.
For instance, p1, 0q denotes the topology of a disc, p2, 0q denotes the topology of a cylinder, etc. A
map – in the usual sense – is a stuffed map made only of elementary 2-cells with topology of a disc.
We assign a Boltzmann weight to stuffed maps in the following way:
‚ a weight t per vertex.
‚ a weight th`1,...,`k per rooted elementary 2-cell, depending on its topology pk, hq, and on its
perimeters `1, . . . , `k in a symmetric way.
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Figure 1: An elementary 2-cell of topology pk “ 4, h “ 1q, with perimeters `1 “ 9, `2 “ 6, `3 “ 5
and `4 “ 3. The corresponding Boltzmann weight is t19,6,5,3.
‚ a symmetry factor |AutM|´1, where M is a stuffed map in which all constitutive elementary
2-cells have been labeled and rooted, thus inducing a labeling for all edges. The identification
of edges is thus represented by a permutation σ which is a product of transposition of the edge
labels. Aut M is the subgroup of permutations of elementary 2-cells labels and rooting, for
which we get the same stuffed map after identification of the edges according to σ and forgetting
all labels which do not decorate the boundary of M.
By convention, the stuffed map consisting of only one vertex has 1 boundary of length 0, genus 0, and
thus receives a weight 1. Out of a given finite collection of elementary 2-cells, one can only construct
a finite number of stuffed maps. This allows the definition:
F g “
ÿ
MPMgH
weightpMq P Crrtss, (2.10)
W gnpx1, . . . , xnq “ δn,1δg,0 tx1 (2.11)
`
ÿ
`“p`1,...,`nq
`1,...,`ně1
” nź
j“1
x
´p`j`1q
j
ı´ ÿ
MPMg`
weightpMq
¯
P Crrpx´1j qjssrrtss,
where t and N are considered as variables, and t “ pth` q`,h as an infinite sequence of formal variables.
2.4 Formal matrix model representation
Applying the standard techniques invented in [BIPZ78], we quickly review the connection between
the combinatorial model of § 2.3 and the formal matrix integrals of § 2.1.
Given that µ0 is a Gaussian measure, Wick’s theorem allows the computation of the coefficients of
the formal series lnZ, Wn and Wn defined in (2.5)-(2.6)-(2.7) as sums over Feynman diagrams, which
are fatgraphs. We claim that those fatgraphs are dual to stuffed maps. Indeed, we can represent
a monomial N2´2h´kTrM `1 ¨ ¨ ¨TrM `k as a collection of k fatvertices, with `i couples of ingoing
edge/outgoing edge in cyclic order at the i-th fatvertex. The dual of this collection of fatvertices is
a collection of k polygonal faces, with perimeters `1, . . . , `k, which form the boundaries of a single
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elementary 2-cell of topology pk, hq. By construction, ψpprM sq P Crrtss defined in (2.3)-(2.4) is the
generating series of collections of elementary 2-cells, with a weight deduced from § 2.3, and:
‚ an extra weight pN{tqχ for each elementary 2-cell with Euler characteristics χ ;
‚ a symmetry factor corresponding 1{k! and 1{p`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `kq corresponding to labeling and rooting
the boundaries of the elementary 2-cells.
When we compute the µ0 expectation value of product of monomials, the Wick theorem mimics the
gluing rules of elementary 2-cells along edges of opposite orientations, and each pair of glued edges
comes with a weight t{N . Each vertex in the stuffed map correspond in the dual picture of fatgraphs
to a line on which flows a matrix index i P v1, Nw, and thus receives an extra weight N . Taking into
account the symmetry factors, the classical argument of t’Hooft [t’H74] about Euler characteristics
counting implies that the generating series of stuffed maps coincide with the correlation functions in
the model (1.2):
F “
ÿ
gě0
pN{tq2´2g F g, (2.12)
Wnpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
gě0
pN{tq2´2g´nW gnpx1, . . . , xnq. (2.13)
These equalities holds in Crrtss (resp. Crrpx´1j qjssrrtss), meaning that for a given monomial in the
formal variables t, only finitely many g’s contribute to the sum.
If all Boltzmann weights t, th` are non-negative, we may also define F
g and the coefficients ofś
j x
´p`j`1q
j in W
g
n as numbers in r0,`8s. If the latter happens to be finite for given non-negative
values t, t`, they can also be defined as finite numbers for any real-valued weights t
1 and pth` q1 so that
|t1| ď t and |pth` q1| ď th` .
3 Disc generating series and substitution
3.1 Substitution approach
We first focus on planar stuffed maps M with topology of a disc, i.e. pn, gq “ p1, 0q. All their
constitutive elementary 2-cells must also be planar (h “ 0), and if we remove one of them with k
boundaries, we end up with k connected components. One of them contains the root edge on the
boundary, and is called the exterior, the other ones are tagged interior. The existence of a notion of
exterior and interior implies that planar stuffed maps have a nested structure, that we now describe
(see Figure 2-3).
The gasket M2 of M is the map obtained by removing all elementary 2-cells with k ě 2 boundaries,
keeping the connected component M1 of the root edge in M, and filling its holes having perimeter
m with new elementary 2-cells with topology of a disc. We obtain in this way a usual map M2 with
topology of a disc, i.e. made only of elementary 2-cells having the topology of a disc. Some of them
were already 2-cells in M, and the other are called large faces. The gasket M2 does not contain all
information about M. It can be retrieved by specifying the configuration in the interior of M1 ĎM.
A hole in M1 was created by the removal of a planar elementary 2-cell with k ě 2 boundary, which
we call cement 2-cell. Since M is planar, distinct holes were created by the removal of distinct 2-cells.
The interior of a cement 2-cell can be seen as stuffed maps with topology of a disc, which we call
chunks.
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We choose an arbitrary procedure to root the large faces of the gasket: among the points of a large
face γ which are the closest (for graph distance in M2) to the point at the origin of the boundary of
M2, we choose the one o1 reached by the leftmost geodesic, and we root γ on the edge with origin o1.
We also root the corresponding edge on the cement 2-cell filling this large face.
Conversely, given a gasket, cement 2-cells rooted on all their boundaries and rooted chunks, we can
reconstruct the map M by gluing. The root edge on the chunks and the root edge on the corresponding
boundary of a cement 2-cell are identified in this process. This gluing is surjective, and if mi denote
the sequence of perimeters of the chunks, it is actually
ś
imi to 1, since we must forget the roots on
the boundaries of the chunks.
3.2 Functional relation between generating series
Let G`rt, t0s P Crrt0ss be the generating series of stuffed maps with topology of a disc and perimeter
`, and Gusual` rt, t0s P Crrt0ss the analog for usual maps, obtained from G`rt, t0s by setting all t0m1,...,mk
with k ě 2 to zero. The bijection we described implies the simple functional relation:
G`rt, t0s “ Gusual` rt, τ pt, t0qs. (3.1)
The right-hand side is the generating series for the gasket, which is a usual map whose 2-cells were
either present in the initial map (weights t0), or are large faces in which we glue a cement planar
2-cell with k ě 2 boundaries, and pk ´ 1q stuffed maps with topology of a disc. We are cautious to
add a symmetry factor to forget the roots on the chunks:
τmpt, t0q “ t0m `
ÿ
kě2
1
pk ´ 1q!
ÿ
m2,...,mkě1
t0m,m2,...,mk
m2 ¨ ¨ ¨mk
kź
i“2
Gmirt, t0s
“
ÿ
kě1
1
pk ´ 1q!
ÿ
m2,...,mkě1
t0m,m2,...,mk
m2 ¨ ¨ ¨mk
kź
i“2
Gmirt, t0s (3.2)
τ pt, t0q represents a sequence of effective face weights allowing to enumerate planar stuffed maps as
planar usual maps. The properties of the generating series of planar usual maps Gusual` rt, τ s are well
known, and by (3.1) they can be transferred to the generating series of stuffed maps G`rt, t0s.
We recall the definition of admissible weights [BBG12]. For usual maps, a vertex weight t and a
sequence of non-negative face weights τ “ pτ01 , τ02 , τ03 , . . .q is admissible is for any ` ě 1, the generating
series of pointed rooted maps with topology of a disc tBtGusual` rt, τ s is finite. We also say that real-
valued t, τ are admissible if |τ | “ p|τ01 |, |τ02 |, |τ03 |, . . .q is admissible. For stuffed maps, we will say that
a vertex weight t and a sequence of elementary 2-cells weights t0 is admissible if the effective face
weights τ pt, t0q are admissible. The admissibility condition is not empty:
Lemma 3.1 When only a finite number of t0m1,...,mk are non-zero and have given values, there exists
tc ą 0 so that, for any |t| ă tc, the weights t, t0 are admissible.
Proof. It correspond to have usual maps with bounded face degree. The existence of tc ą 0 in this
case is well-known, and can easily be deduced from [BBG12, Section 6]. l
As a consequence of [BBG12], for stuffed maps, we obtain a planar 1-cut lemma and a functional
relation:
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Figure 2: From top to bottom. First picture : a planar stuffed map with the topology of a disc.
The orange arrow denote the root edge. We used different colors for elementary 2-cells of different
topology. The outer face – peach color – is the marked face. Second picture : the gasket of this stuffed
map. The large faces appear in darker purple.
Lemma 3.2 If t, t0 is a sequence of admissible weights for planar elementary 2-cells, then
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Figure 3: Third picture: the collection of its cement 2-cells. Fourth picture: its chunks. The choice
of root edges in both picture prescribes the way to glue them. To retrieve the map, we then have to
forget the root edge on the boundaries of the chunks.
G`rt, t0s ă 8 for all ` ě 1. The formal Laurent series:
W 01 pxq “ tx `
ÿ
`ě1
G`rt, t0s
x``1
(3.3)
is the Laurent expansion at 8 of a holomorphic function in CzΓt,t0 , where Γt,t0 is a segment of the
real line. Besides, W 01 pxq has limits from above and from below on Γt,t0 , remains bounded, and
ρpxq “ W
0
1 px´ i0q ´W 01 px` i0q
2ipi
(3.4)
assumes positive values at interior points of Γt,t0 , and vanishes at the edges l
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Let us introduce the generating series rV 01 pxq of planar elementary 2-cells, whose boundaries are all
glued to stuffed maps with topology of a disc, except one boundary which receives a weight x` when
it has perimeter `. We also include a shift and a sign for convenience:
rV 01 pxq “ ´x22t ` ÿ
`ě1
ÿ
m1,m2,...,mrě1
tm1,m2,...,mk
m1 ¨ ¨ ¨mk x
m1
kź
j“2
Gmj rt, t0s
“
ÿ
kě1
˛
T 0k px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
kź
j“2
dξjW
0
1 pξjq
2ipi
. (3.5)
Lemma 3.3 If t, t0 is a sequence of admissible weights for planar elementary 2-cells, there ex-
ists an open disc Dt,t0 centered on 0 and containing the interior of Γt,t0 so that the formal series
T 0k px1, . . . , xkq defines a holomorphic function for px1, . . . , xkq P Dkt,t0 , and rV 01 pxq defines a holomor-
phic function for x P Dt,t0 . Besides, for any x in the interior of Γt,t0 ,
W 01 px` i0q `W 01 px´ i0q ` Bx rV 01 pxq “ 0. (3.6)
l
(3.6) is a non-linear and non-local Riemann-Hilbert problem for W 01 , with unknown discontinuity
locus Γ. We will discuss in § 3.6 the unicity of its solution.
3.3 Holomorphic functions with a cut
Definition 3.1 If U is an open set of the Riemann sphere, we define M 0pUq (resp. H 0pUq) the space
of meromorphic (resp. holomorphic) functions on Ω. An open set U Ď pCzΓ which is a neighborhood
of Γ is called an exterior neighborhood of Γ.
Let us introduce a generating series of planar elementary 2-cells, in which all but two boundaries are
glued to stuffed maps with topology of a disc:
rRpx, yq “ ÿ
kě2
1
pk ´ 1q!
˛
T 0k px, y, ξ3, . . . , ξkq
kź
j“3
dξjW
0
1 pξjq
2ipi
, (3.7)
Rpx, yq “
ÿ
kě2
1
pk ´ 2q!
˛
T 0k px, y, ξ3, . . . , ξkq
kź
j“3
dξjW
0
1 pξjq
2ipi
. (3.8)
The symmetry factor is the only difference between the two expressions. In order to work with analytic
functions rather than formal series, we need slightly stronger assumptions.
Definition 3.2
‚ We say that admissible weights t, t0 are off-critical when BxT 01 pxq is holomorphic in an open
neighborhood of Γt,t0 .
‚ We say that a sequence pτmqm is regular when the formal seriesÿ
m1,...,mrě1
τm1,...,mk
m1 ¨ ¨ ¨mk x
m1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨xmkr P Crrx1, . . . , xrss
defines a holomorphic function in Dr, where D is an open neighborhood of Γt,t0 .
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‚ We say that admissible weights t, t0 are completely regular when it is admissible, off-critical,
pt0m1,...,mkqm is regular for any k ě 1, and moreover Rpx, yq is holomorphic in D2, where D is
an open neighborhood of Γt,t0 .
Let t, t0 be completely regular weights, U be an open exterior neighborhood of Γ, and U 1 be an open
neighborhood of Γ. We can define a linear operator rO : H 0pUq Ñ H 0pU 1q by
rOφpxq “ ˛
Γ
Bx rRpx, ξqφpξq, Oφpxq “ ˛
Γ
Bx rRpx, ξqφpξq. (3.9)
Besides, we also define the expressions:
Sφpxq “ φpx` i0q ` φpx´ i0q, ∆φpxq “ φpx` i0q ´ φpx´ i0q. (3.10)
Eqn. 3.6 can be rewritten: for any interior point x of Γt,t0 ,
SW 01 pxq ` rOW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq “ 0. (3.11)
Since the two last terms are holomorphic in a neighborhood of Γ and W 01 pxq remains bounded, we
deduce:
Lemma 3.4 If t, t0 are completely regular, W 01 pxq can be decomposed, at α “ a, b the edges of Γt,t0 ,
as h1pxq ` h2pxq?x´ α where h1, h2 are holomorphic in a neighborhood of α. l
3.4 Analytic continuation
We start with some preliminaries about analytical continuation. Let Γ “ ra, bs be a segment of R.
The domain pCzΓ can be mapped conformally to the exterior of the unit disc D by the Zhukovski map
(see Figure 4):
xpzq “ a` b
2
` a´ b
4
´
z ` 1
z
¯
ðñ xpzq “ 2
a´ b
´
x´ a` b
2
`apx´ aqpx´ bq¯. (3.12)
The image of the unit circle U by x is ra, bs. We have a holomorphic involution ιpzq “ 1{z, which has
zpaq “ 1 and zpbq “ ´1 as fixed points. We have a notion of exterior or interior neighborhoods of U.
From now on, we prefer to work with differential forms rather than functions.
Figure 4: Analytic continuation in the z-plane of functions of x via (3.12), ιpzq “ 1{z.
Definition 3.3 If Ω Ď pC is an open set, M pΩq (resp. H pΩq) is the space of meromorphic (resp.
holomorphic) 1-forms in Ω.
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If φ is a holomorphic function in an exterior neighborhood U of Γ, upon multiplication by dx it defines
an element ϕ P H pΩq, where Ω is the exterior neighborhood of U such that xpΩq “ U . Similarly, if φ
is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood U 1 of Γ, it defines an element ϕ P H pΩ1q with Ω1 “ zpU 1q
is an open neighborhood of U stable under ι, and such that ϕpzq “ ϕpιpzqq. We can thus define linear
operators O, rO : H pΩq Ñ H pΩ1q upgrading (3.9) to 1-forms in the z-plane. Besides, if Ω1 is an open
neighborhood of U stable under ι, we may define S,∆ : M pΩ1q Ñ M pΩ1q by:
Sϕpzq “ ϕpzq ` ϕpιpzqq, ∆ϕpzq “ ϕpzq ´ ϕpιpzqq. (3.13)
The restriction of (3.13) to z P U, pulled-back by the map z, agrees with the definition (3.10) in terms
of boundary values on Γ. We will apply repeatedly the following principle:
Lemma 3.5 Let U be an exterior neighborhood of Γ, and φ P H 0pUq. Assume that φ has boundary
values on the interior of Γ “ ra, bs, that for any α P ta, bu there exists an integer r so that φpxqpx ´
αqrα{2 remains bounded when xÑ α, and that Sφpxq can be analytically continued as a holomorphic
function in a neighborhood of Γ. Then, ϕpzq “ φpxpzqqdxpzq, initially a holomorphic 1-form in the
exterior neighborhood Ω of U such that xpΩq “ U , can be analytically continued to a meromorphic
1-form in an open neighborhood Ω1 of U which is stable under ι. For α “ ˘1, if rα ě 2, it has a pole
of order atmost rα ´ 1 at z “ α. l
We assume that t, t0 are completely regular, and that the generating series of stuffed maps with
topology of a disc W 01 pxq is known. It is considered as a holomorphic function on CzΓ for some segment
Γ Ď R. According to (3.11), SW 01 pxq can be analytically continued as a holomorphic function in a
neighborhood of Γ, and thanks to Lemma 3.4, we can apply Lemma 3.5 to define:
W01 pzq “W 01 pxpzqqdxpzq (3.14)
as a meromorphic 1-form in:
Ωε “
 
z P pC, |z| ą 1´ ε( (3.15)
for some ε ą 0. Its only singularity is a simple pole with residue ´t at z “ 8, and it satisfies for any
z P Ωε X ιpΩεq:
SW01 pzq ` rOW01 pzq ` dzT 01 pxpzqq “ 0. (3.16)
3.5 The master operator
The operator O will play an important role in the study of higher topologies, let us recall its definition
in the realm of 1-forms:
Oϕpzq “
ÿ
kě2
1
pk ´ 2q!
˛
Uk´1
dzT
0
k pxpzq, xpζ2q, . . . , xpζkqqϕpζ2q
kź
j“3
W01 pζjq. (3.17)
If Ω1 is a neighborhood of U stable under ι, we want to study the space of solutions ϕ P M pΩ1q of:
Sϕpzq `Oϕpzq “ 0. (3.18)
We start with a result of unicity. The unicity result is easy in combinatorics, because the solutions
we will be looking for have by construction power series expansion in t2.
2If we drop the assumption that solutions of (3.18) must have power series expansion in t, the question of unicity
can be addressed under an assumption of strict convexity, see [BEO13, Section 3] in the case where T 0k ” 0 for k ě 3.
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Lemma 3.6 Assume Γ is fixed and the weights t, t are completely regular. Let ε ą 0 and consider Ωε
as in (3.15). The only solution ϕ P H pΩεq to the equation:
@z P Ωε X ιpΩεq, Sϕpzq `Oϕpzq “ 0, (3.19)
which has a power series expansion in t, is ϕ ” 0. The same holds if O is replaced by rO.
Proof. Since O (or rO) depends linearly on the parameters t0m1,...,mk , the leading order ϕ “ ϕ0`Optq
of a power series solution to Sϕpzq ` Oϕpzq “ 0 satisfies ϕ0pzq ` ϕ0pιpzqq “ 0, and we remind
ιpzq “ 1{z. By assumption, ϕ0 is holomorphic in the exterior of the unit disc, and this equation
implies that ϕ0 is holomorphic in pCzU. Hence, if ϕ is holomorphic in an open neighborhood of U, so
is ϕ0. Gathering all the information, we see that ϕ0 is a holomorphic 1-form on the Riemann sphere,
thus it vanishes. The same argument shows that ϕ cannot have a non-zero leading order in its power
series expansion in t, hence it must vanish identically. l
Let us comment on the use of this result. Since a power series in a infinite sequence of variable t, t
is characterized by its specializations where all but a finite number of variables have been sent to 0,
it is enough to study the latter. Lemma 3.1 then tells us that, for any given values for the non-zero
weights, there exists a neighborhood of 0 of values of t so that t, t0 is admissible, and the solutions we
will be looking for then have a power series expansion in t with non-zero radius of convergence. Since
there are only a finite number of non-zero weights, they are obviously completely regular in the sense
of Definition 3.2. Thus, we do not lose in generality by taking the detour to set t, t0 to some real
admissible values – which enables us to use the tools of complex analysis – in order to say something
about formal series.
Although we do not pursue this issue here, it is possible to show that W 01 pxq P Crrx´1ssrtss
is uniquely determined by the solution of functional equation (3.6) for completely regular weights,
together with the requirement that W 01 pxq is holomorphic in CzΓ, is bounded on pCzΓ, and behaves
like t{x when xÑ8.
3.6 Local Cauchy kernel
We now turn to the generating series of stuffed maps with topology of a cylinder, which will allow
us the representation of any solution of the homogeneous linear equation (3.18). Cylinders can be
obtained by marking an extra elementary 2-cell with topology of a disc on a stuffed map with topology
of a cylinder. At the level of generating series, this means:
W 02 px1, x2q “
´ ÿ
mě1
1
xm`12
B
Bt0m
¯
W 01 px1q. (3.20)
Applying the differential operator to the functional relation (3.6) yields, for all x1 in the interior of
Γt,t0 and x2 P CzΓ:
W 02 px1 ` i0, x2q `W 02 px1 ´ i0, x2q `Ox1W 02 px1, x2q ` 1px1 ´ x2q2 “ 0. (3.21)
This equation will also be derived from the analysis of Schwinger-Dyson equation in Section 4. Since
W 02 px1, x2q is symmetric, it satisfies the same equation with respect to x2. The subscript of the
operator O indicates on which variable it acts. So, we can apply Lemma 3.5 to W 02 , and define:
W02 pz1, z2q “W 02 pxpz1q, xpz2qqdxpz1qdxpz2q (3.22)
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as a symmetric meromorphic 2-form in pz1, z2q P Ωε, and it satisfies:
Sz1W02 pz1, z2q `Oz1W02 pz1, z2q ` dxpz1qdxpz2qpxpz1q ´ xpz2qq2 (3.23)
in the domain of analyticity of the left-hand side. We may also define:
ω02pz1, z2q “W02 pz1, z2q ` dxpz1qdxpz2qpxpz1q ´ xpz2qq2 , (3.24)
which satisfies:
Sz1ω02pz1, z2q `Oz1ω02pz1, z2q “ dxpz1qdxpz2qpxpz1q ´ xpz2qq2 . (3.25)
A computation done in the proof of Proposition 3.8 in [BEO13] shows that ω02pz1, z2q has its only
singularities at z1 “ z2, and it is a double pole with leading coefficient 1 and no residues. Let us
define the local Cauchy kernel :
Gpz0, zq “ ´
ˆ z
ω02pz0, ¨q. (3.26)
According to [BEO13, Lemma 2.1], it allows the representation of any solution of the homogeneous
linear equation (3.18) in terms of its singular part only, modulo a holomorphic part.
Lemma 3.7 Let Ω1 be an open neighborhood of U stable under ι, and ϕ P M pΩ1q be a solution of
Sϕpzq `Oϕpzq “ 0 with a finite number of poles in Ω1. Then,
rϕpz0q “ ÿ
pPΩ1
Res
zÑp
∆zGpz0, zq
4
∆ϕpzq (3.27)
is such that ϕpz0q ´ rϕpz0q is holomorphic for z0 P Ω1.
We adapt this result to solve (3.18) with a non-zero right-hand-side:
Lemma 3.8 Let Ω1 be an open neighborhood of U stable under ι, and Ω be the union of Ω1 and the
exterior of the unit disc in pC. Let ψ P H pΩ1q. Assume ϕ P M pΩq satisfies Sϕpzq`Oϕpzq`ψpzq “ 0 for
any z P Ω1, and has a finite number of poles in Ω1. Then, if z0 lies outside the contour of integrations:
rϕpz0q “ ´ 1
2ipi
˛
U
Gpz0, zq ψpzq
2
`
ÿ
pPΩ1
Res
zÑp
∆zGpz0, zq
4
∆zϕpzq (3.28)
is such that ϕpz0q ´ rϕpz0q is holomorphic for z0 P Ω and satisfies Sϕpzq `Oϕpzq “ 0 for z P Ω1.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.8 and the fact that φpzq “ ψpzq2 ´ 12ipi
¸
UGpz0, zq ψpzq2 is holomorphic
in Ω, and satisfies Sφpzq `Oφpzq ` ψpzq “ 0 for z P Ω1. l
And, if we are looking for a solution ϕ which is initially holomorphic in pCzU, and has a power
series expansion in the parameters t0 of O, we deduce from Lemma 3.6 that rϕpz0q “ ϕpz0q.
4 Schwinger-Dyson equations and consequences
4.1 Relations between generating series for all topologies
Stuffed maps M of genus g with 1 boundary f can be constructed recursively by Tutte’s decomposition.
It consists in removing the root edge of the first boundary, and establishing a bijection between the
set of stuffed maps with given topology, and the pieces obtained after the removal. According to their
topology, several cases can occur:
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‚ the root edge e was bordered on both sides by f, and its removal disconnects the surface. We
obtain two connected stuffed maps M1 and M2, each having one boundary coming from the
splitting of f, and which are rooted at the edge which was closest to e following f in cyclic order.
The handles of M are shared between M1 and M2.
‚ the root edge borders another elementary 2-cell f1 with k ě 1 boundaries. We denote K “ v1, kw
the set of boundaries. Removing the root edge also removes f1, and we obtain a stuffed map with
r ď k connected components, M1, . . . ,Mr. Mi has fi handles and ki ě 1 boundaries, which
were incident to a subset Ki Ď K of |Ki| “ ki boundaries of f1. One of the boundary in M1
was incident to f in M. The gluing of Mi on f1 contributed to ki ´ 1` fi handles in M, and f1
itself contributed for h handles. Therefore, we must have h`řri“1pki ´ 1` fiq “ g, which can
be rewritten h` `řri“1 fi˘` k ´ r “ g.
In terms of generating series, this bijection implies, for g “ 0:
`
W 01 pxq
˘2 ` ÿ
kě1
˛ kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
BξiT 0k pξ1, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q
kź
j“1
W 01 pξjq “ 0, (4.1)
In this equation, the contour integral is just a way to write the divergent part of a formal Laurent
series: ˛
dξ
2ipi
1
x´ ξ
´ ÿ
měm0
βm
ξm`1
¯
“
ÿ
mě0
βm
xm`1
. (4.2)
It enforces the matching of perimeters when reconstructing M from its pieces after Tutte’s decompo-
sition. In this formal representation, everything happens as if the contour was surrounding 8 and x
was closer to 8 than the contour. Similarly, for g ą 0:
W g´12 px, xq `
gÿ
f“0
W f1 px, xJqW g´f1 px, xIzJq
`
ÿ
kě1
hě0
ÿ
K$v1,kw
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g
˛ ” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1Thk pξ1, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q
rKsź
i“1
W fi|Ki|pξKiq “ 0. (4.3)
Those relations are equalities between formal series in Crrx´1ssrrtss, and (4.3) is still valid for g “ 0
with the convention that W gn “ 0 if g ă 0.
To obtain relations for stuffed maps of genus g with an arbitrary number n ě 1 of boundaries, we
apply the operator δx2 ¨ ¨ ¨ δxn to (4.3), since
δx “
ÿ
mě1
1
xm`1
B
Bt0m (4.4)
amounts to mark an elementary 2-cell with topology of a disc, with the formal variable x coupled to
its perimeter. δx is called the insertion operator. The result is, for any n ě 1 and g ě 0:
W g´1n`1px, x, xIq `
ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
W f|J|`1px, xJqW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq (4.5)
`
ÿ
iPI
Bxi
´W gn´1px, xIztiuq ´W gn´1pxIq
x´ xi
¯
`
ÿ
kě1
hě0
ÿ
K$v1,kw
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
ÿ
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g
˛ ” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1Thk pξ1, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q
rKsź
i“1
W fi|Ki|`|Ji|pξKi , xJiq “ 0.
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If W gn can be upgraded to holomorphic functions of xi in some domain of the complex plane, (4.5)
will hold in the whole domain of analyticity.
We can rewrite those equations in a more compact way by summing over genera with weight
pN{tqχ and recalling the definitions (2.12)-(2.13). Introducing:
Tkpx1, . . . , xkq “
ÿ
hě0
pN{tq2´2h´k Thk px1, . . . , xkq, (4.6)
we find:
Wn`1px, x, xIq `
ÿ
JĎI
W|J|`1px, xJqWn´|J|px, xIzJq (4.7)
`
ÿ
iPI
Bxi
´Wn´1px, xIztiuq ´Wn´1pxIq
x´ xi
¯
`
ÿ
kě1
ÿ
K$v1,kw
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
˛ ” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1Tkpξ1, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q
rKsź
i“1
W|Ki|`|Ji|pξKi , xJiq “ 0.
The equations (4.7) can also be derived by integration by parts in the matrix integrals described in
(2.1), or by expressing the invariance of the matrix integral under infinitesimal change of variables
M Ñ M ` εx´M . In this context, they are called Schwinger-Dyson equations, and they also hold for
convergent integrals.
4.2 Analytical properties
Definition 4.1 We say that t, t is tame if t, t0 is completely regular (see Definition 3.2), and if for
any m ě 1, h ě 0, any partition M $ v1,mw, any sequence pfiq1ďiďrMs of nonnegative integers, any
finite set I, any sequence pJiq1ďiďrMs of pairwise disjoint and maybe empty subsets whose union is I,
the formal series
ÿ
kěm
˛ ” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBxThk px, ξ2 . . . , ξkq ´ Bξ1Thk pξ1, . . . , ξkq
x´ ξ1
rMsź
i“1
W fi|Mi|`|Ji|pξMi , xJiq
kź
j“m`1
W 01 pξjq (4.8)
which belongs a priori to Crrx, px´1i qiPI ssrrt, tss, is a holomorphic function of x in a neighborhood of
Γt,t0 and xi in a neighborhood of 8.
Although technical, this condition is similar for usual maps to asking that the model be not critical.
It is thus slightly stronger than asking that the coefficients of the generating series considered are finite.
This condition allows conveniently the use of analytic functions instead of formal series. If for any
h ě 1, the number of boundaries of elementary 2-cells and their perimeter are bounded (i.e. only a
finite number of th`1,...,`k are non-zero for a given h). As we already said in § 3.5, since a formal series
in an infinite number of variables are determined by all their restrictions to finitely many variables,
the analytic study we are going to do within the tame condition actually determines completely the
generating series of stuffed maps as a formal series in the infinite set of variables t, t.
In this paragraph, we upgrade that the generating series of stuffed maps to analytic functions, and
study their basic properties.
Lemma 4.1 Assume t, t is tame, then W gk px1, . . . , xkq defines a holomorphic function in CzΓt,t0 ,
which have boundaries values when xi approaches an interior point of Γt,t0 , and for any α “ a, b,
there exists an integer rgα,k so that pxi ´ αqr
g
α,kW gk px1, . . . , xkq remains bounded when xi Ñ α.
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Proof. The statement was established for pn, gq “ p1, 0q in Lemma 3.2. Let pn, gq ‰ p1, 0q, and
assume the result is proved for pn1, g1q such that 2g1 ´ 2` n1 ă 2g ´ 2` n. We introduce:
Phk px, ξ1; ξ2, . . . , ξkq “ BxT
h
k px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq ´ Bξ1Thk pξ1, . . . , ξkq
x´ ξ1 . (4.9)
For any pn, gq ‰ p1, 0q, we isolate the contribution of W gn in (4.5) and decompose:`
2W 01 pxq ` rOW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘W gnpx, xIq `W 01 pxqOxW gnpx, xIq (4.10)
´
ÿ
kě1
˛
dξ1
P 0k px, ξ1; ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! W
g
npξ1, xIq
” kź
j“2
W 01 pξjqdξj
2ipi
ı
´
ÿ
kě1
˛
dξ1
P 0k px, ξ1; ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 2q! W
g
npξ2, xIq
” kź
j“1
j‰2
W 01 pξjqdξj
2ipi
ı
`W g´1n`1px, x, xIq `
1ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
W f|J|`1px, xJqW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq
`
ÿ
iPI
Bxi
´W gn´1px, xIztiuq ´W gn´1pxIq
x´ xi
¯
`
ÿ
kě1
hě0
ÿ
K$v1,kw
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
ξ1“x
1ÿ
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g
˛ ” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ıBxThk px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
rKsź
i“1
W fi|Ki|`|Ji|pξKi , xJiq
´
ÿ
kě1
hě0
ÿ
K$v1,kw
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
1ÿ
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g
˛ ” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıPhk px, ξ1; ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
rKsź
i“1
W fi|Ki|`|Ji|pξKi , xJiq “ 0,
where
ř1
means that we excluded all terms containing W gn . We see that (4.10) involves only a finite
number of terms of the form (4.8), and assuming t, t tame actually justifies the existence of the
decomposition (4.10), and implies that the second, third and last line of (4.10) define holomorphic
functions of x in a neighborhood of Γt,t0 . Then, we can write:
W gnpx, xIq “ L
g
npx;xIq
2W 01 pxq `OW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq
. (4.11)
We now come to the key observation. Lgnpx;xIq involve terms which either:
‚ define holomorphic functions in an open neighborhood of Γt,t0 . This is the case for OxW gnpx, xIq
and the lines involving the P ’s.
‚ or define holomorphic functions in CzΓt,t0 , since they involve onlyW g
1
n1 with 2g
1´2`n1 ă 2g´2`n
for which we already have the induction hypothesis.
Therefore, W gnpx, xIq upgrades to a holomorphic function in CzΓt,t0 , and (4.10) is valid in the whole
domain of analyticity. From the two points above, we infer that Lgnpxq behaves as Oppx ´ αq´sgn{2q
for some integer sgn when x Ñ α “ a, b, and has boundary values at any interior point of Γt,t0 .
Furthermore, 2W 01 pxq ` rOW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq vanishes like Op?x´ αq when x Ñ α, and does not
vanish elsewhere on Γt,t0 . Thus W
g
npx, xIq P O
`px´ αq´psgn`1q{2˘ when xÑ α. We thus conclude the
proof by induction. l
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4.3 Potentials for higher topologies
In this section, we introduce and study generating series called potentials for topology pn, gq:
V gn px;x2, . . . , xnq P Crrx, x´12 , . . . , x´1n ssrrtss, (4.12)
which will appear in the determination of the monodromy of W gn ’s around their discontinuity locus.
The cases pn, gq “ p1, 0q and p2, 0q have a special definition:
V 01 pxq “ T 01 pxq, V 02 px;x2q “ ´ 1x´ x2 . (4.13)
T 01 pxq is the potential in the usual sense in random matrix theory, and here in the context of multi-
trace matrix models, we may call it ”potential for discs”. For any pn, gq ‰ p1, 0q, p2, 0q, denoting I a
set with n´ 1 elements, we define the potential in topology pn, gq by:
V gn px;xIq “
ÿ
mě1
kěm`1
hě0
1ÿ
M$v1,mw
f1,...,frMsě0
h`při fiq`m´rMs“g
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrMs“I
˛ ” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ı
ˆ
´m!Thk px, ξ1, . . . , ξk´1q
pk ´ 1´mq!
rMsź
i“1
W fi|Mi|`|Ji|pξMi , xJiq
k´1ź
j“m`1
W 01 pξjq
¯
.
The
ř1
means that we exclude the term which contains W gn , which is actually equal to OxW gnpx, xIq.
Notice that the variables x2, . . . , xn play symmetric roles, whereas x plays a special role. Besides,
those potentials for 2g ´ 2` n ą 0 depends on the data Thk of generating series of elementary 2-cells
which define the model, but also on the generating series of stuffed maps themselves. Yet, the potential
for topology pn, gq only involves the generating series of stuffed maps W g1n1 with lower topology, i.e.
2g1 ´ 2` n1 ă 2g ´ 2` n.
Combinatorially, V gn px;x2, . . . , xnq is the generating series of one elementary 2-cell of arbitrary
topology pk, hq, whose first boundary is unrooted and has a perimeter coupled to x, and whose pk´1q
other boundaries are glued to the boundaries of other stuffed maps, so as to form a connected stuffed
map M of genus g with n boundaries, and with the restriction that no stuffed map of topology
pn, gq should be used. More precisely, the first boundary of M is the distinguished boundary of
the elementary 2-cell, while the other boundaries are rooted and their perimeters are coupled to the
variables x2, . . . , xn. We may describe M as a stuffed elementary 2-cell of topology pn, gq.
An equivalent way to write the sum in (4.14) is:
V gn px;xIq “
ÿ
kě2
hě0
1ÿ
K$v2,kw
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´|K|“g
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ı Thk px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
rKsź
i“1
W fi|Ki|`|Ji|pξKi , xJiq. (4.14)
If t, t is tame in the sense of Definition 4.1, one can deduce that (4.14) defines a holomorphic function
of x in a neighborhood of Γt,t0 .
V gn px;xIq can be obtained from V g1 pxq by successive applications of the insertion operators (4.4)
δxi for i P I, since we have the relation:
δy
`OxW gnpx, xIq ` V gn px;xIq˘ “ OxW gn`1px, y, xIq ` V gn`1px; y, xIq. (4.15)
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For later use, we give a formula for pn` 1, g ´ 1q ‰ p1, 0q, p2, 0q:
B1V g´1n`1 px, x, xIq (4.16)
“ lim
yÑx BxV
g´1
n`1 px, y, xIq
“
ÿ
kě2
hě0
1ÿ
K$v2,kw
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g´1
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
˛ ” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ı BxThk px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! W
f1
|K1|`|J1|`1px, ξK1 , xJ1q
rKsź
i“2
W fi|Ki|`|Ji|pξKi , xJiq.
It is readily checked from (4.14) by calling 1 the index of the element of the partition K for which the
corresponding subset of I Y tyu in the contains the variable y.
4.4 Monodromy of W gn ’s
We establish the analog of (3.6) for generating series of stuffed maps of higher topologies:
Theorem 4.2 For any x interior to Γ, and any x2, . . . , xn P CzΓ, we have:
SxW gnpx, xIq `OxW gnpx, xIq ` BxV gn px, xIq “ 0, (4.17)
where V gn is the potential for topology pn, gq introduced in (4.14).
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, following § 3.4, there exists a symmetric n-form
in n variables Wgnpz1, . . . , znq, holomorphic when z1, . . . , zn belong to the exterior of U in C and such
that:
Wgnpz1, . . . , znq “W gnpxpz1q, . . . , xpznqqdxpz1q ¨ ¨ ¨dxpznq, (4.18)
and meromorphic when one of the zi is in a neighborhood of U. Similarly, we have a function of z:
Vgnpz; zIq “ V gn pxpzq, xpzIqq
ź
iPI
dxpziq (4.19)
which is holomorphic when z is in a neighborhood of U stable under ι, and such that
Vgnpιpzq; zIq “ Vgnpz; zIq in this neighborhood. Besides, if zI is a set of pn ´ 1q spectator variables
in the domain of analyticity, and z P Ωε X ιpΩεq for some ε ą 0, (4.17) translates into:
SzWgnpz, zIq `OzWgnpz, zIq ` dzVgnpz; zIq “ 0 (4.20)
The definition of W01 pzq and W02 pz1, z2q, as well as their analytic properties, were already treated in
§ 3.4-3.6.
Proof. We recall the definitions:
Sφpxq “ φpx` i0q ` φpx´ i0q, ∆φpxq “ φpx` i0q ´ φpx´ i0q. (4.21)
We have the polarization formulas:
Spφ1 ¨ φ2qpxq “ 1
2
`Sφ1pxq ¨ Sφ2pxq `∆φ1pxq ¨∆φ2pxq˘,
∆pφ1 ¨ φ2qpxq “ 1
2
`Sφ1pxq ¨∆φ2pxq `∆φ1pxq ¨ Sφ2pxq˘. (4.22)
We will compute the discontinuity of the Schwinger-Dyson equations in the form (4.10), and we
remind that the terms involving Oφpxq, rOφpxq and the P ’s are holomorphic in a neighborhood of Γ,
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thus have no discontinuity across Γ. For g “ 0, there is a huge simplification in the sum over partitions
K $ v1, kw, since we must have h ` `ři fi˘ ` k ´ rKs “ 0, therefore h “ f1 “ . . . “ frKs “ 0 and
rKs “ k, which means that K is the partition consisting of singletons. We will consider the cases
pn, gq “ p1, 0q, p2, 0q, p1, 1q which are somewhat special, before explaining the general pattern of the
proof, which proceeds by induction on 2g ´ 2 ` n. It is possible to derive the result for all pn, gq
from the result for all pn “ 1, gq by successive applications of the insertion operator using (4.15) (one
should not forget to act with δx on the operator O). We will take a more direct route, which has its
own pedagogical interest, although it is more cumbersome.
For pn, gq “ p1, 0q, the Schwinger-Dyson equation only involves W 01 . Therefore, the
ř1
are empty,
and we easily find:
∆x
“`
W 01 pxq
˘2‰`∆xW 01 pxq` rOxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 ˘ “ 0. (4.23)
Using the polarization formula to transform the first term, we infer:
∆xW
0
1 pxq
`SxW 01 pxq ` rOxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘ “ 0. (4.24)
Hence, we retrieve the equation (3.6) stating that, on the discontinuity locus (the interior of Γ) of W 01 :
SxW 01 pxq `OxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq “ 0. (4.25)
By definition V 01 pxq “ T 01 pxq, hence (4.17) for pn, gq “ p1, 0q.
For pn, gq “ p2, 0q, the set indexing auxiliary variables is I “ t2u, hence in the sum over pJiq1ďiďk
in the Schwinger-Dyson equation (4.5), we just have to choose in which Ji we put the element 2. We
get first term if we put 2 in J1, and pk´ 1q equal terms for 2 R J1. So, the Schwinger-Dyson equation
reads:
2W 01 pxqW 02 px, x2q ` Bx2
´W 01 pxq ´W 01 px2q
x´ x2
¯
(4.26)
`
ÿ
kě1
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1T 0k pξ1, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q W
0
2 pξ1, x2q
kź
i“2
W 01 pξiq (4.27)
`
ÿ
kě2
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1T 0k pξ1, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 2q! px´ ξ1q W
0
1 pξ1qW 02 pξ2, x2q
kź
i“3
W 01 pξiq “ 0. (4.28)
Then, computing its discontinuity with respect to x and applying the polarization formula for the first
term, we find:
∆xW
0
1 pxqSxW 02 px, x2q ` SxW 01 pxq∆xW 02 px, x2q ` 1px´ x2q2
`∆xW 01 pxqOxW 02 px, x2q `∆xW 02 px, x2q
` rOxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘ “ 0.
We collect the terms:
∆xW
0
1 pxq
´
SxW 02 px, x2q `OxW 02 px, x2q ` 1px´ x2q2
¯
`∆xW 02 px, x2q
`SxW 01 pxq ` rOxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘ “ 0, (4.29)
and since W 01 satisfies (4.25), we find for any interior point x of Γ:
SxW 02 px, x2q `OxW 02 px, x2q ` 1px´ x2q2 “ 0. (4.30)
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This equation was already derived in § 3.6 by application of the insertion operator on (4.25). Since
by definition, V 02 px, x2q “ ´ 1x´x2 , we obtain (4.17) for pn, gq “ p2, 0q.
We now come to pn, gq “ p1, 1q. The Schwinger-Dyson equation (4.5) reads:
2W 01 pxqW 11 pxq `W 02 px, xq
`
ÿ
kě1
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1T 0k pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q W
1
1 pξ1q
kź
i“2
W 01 pξiq
`
ÿ
kě2
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1T 0k pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 2q! px´ ξ1q W
0
1 pξ1qW 11 pξ2q
kź
i“3
W 01 pξiq (4.31)
`
ÿ
kě2
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1T 0k pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 2q! px´ ξ1q W
0
2 pξ1, ξ2q
kź
i“3
W 01 pξiq (4.32)
`
ÿ
kě3
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ı2Bξ1T 0k pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 3q! px´ ξ1q W
0
1 pξ1qW 02 pξ2, ξ3q
kź
i“4
W 01 pξiq (4.33)
`
ÿ
kě1
˛
Γk
” kź
j“1
dξj
2ipi
ıBξ1T 1k pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q! px´ ξ1q
kź
i“1
W 01 pξiq “ 0. (4.34)
The discontinuity of the first term can be computed by polarization formula. For the second term,
we write similarly:
∆x
`
W 02 px, xq
˘ “ lim
yÑx∆xSyW
0
2 px, yq. (4.35)
We find for the discontinuity of (4.31):
∆xW
0
1 pxqSxW 11 pxq ` SxW 01 pxq∆xW 11 pxq ` lim
yÑx∆xSyW
0
2 px, yq
`∆xW 11 pxq
` rOW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘`∆xW 01 pxqOxW 01 pxq
` lim
yÑx∆xOyW
0
2 px, yq
`∆xW 01 pxq
´ ÿ
kě3
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ı2 BxT 0k px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 3q! W
0
2 pξ2, ξ3q
kź
i“4
W 01 pξiq
¯
`∆xW 01 pxq
´ ÿ
kě1
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ıBxT 1k px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
kź
i“2
W 01 pξiq
¯
“ 0. (4.36)
This can be rewritten:
lim
yÑx∆y
´
SxW 02 px, yq `OxW 02 px, yq ` 1px´ yq2
¯
``SxW 01 pxq ` rOxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘∆xW 11 pxq (4.37)
`∆xW 01 pxq
`SxW 11 pxq `OxW 11 pxq ` BxV 11 pxq˘ “ 0, (4.38)
where V 11 pxq is the potential for tori with one boundary introduced in (4.14), namely:
V 11 pxq “
ÿ
kě3
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ı2 BxT 0k px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 3q! W
0
2 pξ2, ξ3q
kź
i“4
W 01 pξiq
`
ÿ
kě1
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ıBxT 1k px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
kź
i“2
W 01 pξiq. (4.39)
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In order to obtain (4.36), we have introduced ∆y
`
1
px´yq2
˘ “ 0 in the equation to recognize the
combination appearing in (4.30). Since we already have linear equations (4.25)-(4.30) for W 01 and
W 02 , we find at any interior point of Γ:
SxW 11 pxq `OxW 11 pxq ` BxV 11 pxq “ 0. (4.40)
This case was special in the sense that we had to split W 02 px, xq in limyÑxW 02 px, yq because of the
pole at x “ y in the equation (4.30). This issue is absent for the other values of pn, gq.
We now arrive to the general case. Let n ě 1 and g ě 0 be integers such that 2g ´ 2` n ą 0, and
pn, gq ‰ p1, 1q. Let us assume that the result (4.17) holds for any W g1n1 such that 2g1´2`n1 ă 2g´2`n.
As before, we compute the discontinuity with respect to x of the Schwinger-Dyson equation (4.5). In
the sum over partitions K $ v2, kw, we have to distinguish whether the element of K which contained
1 (associated to the variable ξ1), that we call K1, is a singleton or not. We denote K
1 the partition of
v1, kwzK1 determined by the other elements of K. We then find:
∆x,2Sx,1W g´1n`1px, x, xIq `∆xW 01 pxqSxW gnpx, xIq (4.41)
`
ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
pJ,fq‰pH,0q,pI,gq
∆xW
f
|J|`1px, xJqSxW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq `
ÿ
iPI
∆xW
g
n´1px, xIztiuq
px´ xiq2
`
ÿ
kě1
hě0
ÿ
JĎI
0ďfďg
ÿ
K1$v2,kw
J 11 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJ 1rK1s“IzJ
ÿ
f 11,...,f
1
rK1sě0
h`při f 1iq`k´prK1s`1q“g´f
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ıBxThk px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
∆xW
f
|J|`1px, xJq
rK1sź
i“1
W
f 1i
|K1i|`|J 1i|pξK1i , xJ 1iq
`
ÿ
kě2
hě0
ÿ
K1$v2,kw
f1,...,frK1sě0
h`při fiq`k´rK1s“g
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrK1s“I
˛
Γk´1
” kź
j“2
dξj
2ipi
ıBxThk px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
pk ´ 1q!
∆xW
f1
|K11|`|J1|`1px, ξK1 , xJ1q
rK1sź
i“2
W fi|K1i|`|Ji|pξK1i , xJiq “ 0.
The indices x, i for the operators ∆ or S in the first line indicate on which of the two variable x they
act. We can collect the terms in three steps:
‚ In the second line, ∆xW gn´1px, xIztiuq{px ´ xiq2 can be included in the term
∆xW
g
n´1px, xIztiuqSxW 02 px, xiq arising in the sum over J Ď I.
‚ The prefactor of the terms involving ∆xW f|J|`1px, xJq in the third/fourth line can be in-
cluded in the term ∆xW
f
|J|`1px, xJqSxW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq of the second line. For pJ, fq ‰ pI, gq,
it produces: a term for which |Ki| ` |Ji| “ 1 and fi “ 0 for all i, which is equal to
∆xW
f
|J|`1px, xjqOxW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq ; and a term equal to ∆xW f|J|`1px, xJqV g´fn´|J|px;xIzJq, by
comparison with the definition of the potential for higher topologies (4.14). When pJ, fq “
pH, 0q, the result is slightly different due to symmetry factors, and we obtain a contribution
∆xW
g
npx, xIq
` rOW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘.
‚ The last two lines are equal to ∆xV gn px;x, xIq. This can be checked by comparing the last two
lines with the expression of B1V g´1n`1 px;x, xIq given in (4.16), and noticing that BxThk px, ξ2, . . . , ξkq
is by assumption a holomorphic function of x in a neighborhood of Γ.
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Therefore, we have found:
∆xW
0
1 pxq
`SxW gnpx, xIq `OxW gnpx, xIq ` BxV gn px;xIq˘ (4.42)
∆xW
g
npx, xIq
`SxW 01 pxq ` rOxW 01 pxq ` BxT 01 pxq˘
`
ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
pJ,fq‰pH,0q,pI,gq
∆xW
f
|J|`1px, xJq
´
SxW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq `OxW g´fn´|J|px, xIzJq `
δn´|J|,2 δg´f,0
px´ xIzJq2
¯
`∆1
`S2W g´1n`1px, x, xIq `O2W g´1n`1px, x, xIq ` B1V g´1n`1 px;x, xIq˘ “ 0.
where the indices on the operators in the last line indicate on which variable x (the first or the second)
they act. By the induction hypothesis, the three last lines vanish: we deduce that for any interior
point x of Γ,
SxW gnpx, xIq `OxW gnpx, xIq ` BxV gn px;xIq “ 0, (4.43)
which is the desired result.
l
4.5 From Schwinger-Dyson equations to quadratic loop equations
We define for convenience
W˘gnpz1, . . . , znq “Wgnpz1, . . . , znq ` δn,2δg,0 dxpz1qdxpz2q`
xpz1q ´ xpz2q
˘2 (4.44)
The only difference is that now W˘02 pz1, z2q “ ω02pz1, z2q, thus has a singularity only at z1 “ z2.
Theorem 4.3 For any pn, gq ‰ p1, 0q, p2, 0q, the quadratic differential form in z:
Qgnpz; zIq “ W˘g´1n`1pz, ιpzq, zIq `
ÿ
JĎI
0ďfďg
W˘f|J|`1pz, zJq W˘g´fn´|J|pιpzq, zJq (4.45)
has double zeroes at z “ ˘1, i.e. xpzq P ta, bu.
The content of this theorem is that, although Wgn can have poles of high order at z “ ˘1, the
combination Qgnpz; zIq does not.
Proof. To arrive to (4.45), we have going to recast the Schwinger-Dyson equation (4.10) using the
same decomposition of the sum over partitions K $ v1, kw which led to (4.42). We find:
rQgnpz; zIq `Wg´1n`1pz, z, zIq `Oz,2Wg´1n`1pz, z, zIq ` p1´ δn,1δg,0qd2Vg´1n`1pz; z, zIq (4.46)
``2W01 pzq ` rOzW01 pzq ` dzV01 pzq˘Wgnpz, zIq
`W01 pzq
`OzWgnpz, zIq ` dzVgnpz; zIq˘
`
ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
pJ,fq‰pH,0q,pI,gq
Wf|J|`1pz, zJq
`Wg´fn´|J|pz, zIzJq `OzWg´fn´|J|pz, zIzJq ` dzVg´fn´|J|pz; zIzJq˘ “ 0
where:
rQgnpz; zIq “ ´dxpzqdzi´ Wgn´1pzIq
dxpziq
`
xpzq ´ xpziq
˘2¯ (4.47)
´
ÿ
kě1
hě0
ÿ
K$v1,kw
J1 9Y¨¨¨ 9YJrKs“I
ÿ
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g
˛
Uk
Phk pz, ζ1; ζ2, . . . , ζkq
pk ´ 1q! `xpzq ´ xpζ1qq
rKsź
i“1
Wfi|Ki|`|Ji|pζKi , zJiq.
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The contribution
ř
iPI dxpzqdzi
` Wgn´1pzIq
pxpzq´xpziqq2
˘
to the Schwinger-Dyson equations was included in the
term V02 appearing in the sum of the fourth line. We have introduced the differential form version of
(4.9), and:
Phk pz, ζ1; ζ2, . . . , ζkq “ dxpζ1qdzT
h
k pxpzq, xpζ2q, . . . , xpζkqq ´ dxpzqdζ1Thk pxpζ1q, xpζ2q, . . . , xpζkqq
xpzq ´ xpζ1q ,
(4.48)
and in (4.47), the variables ζi are integrated over the unit circle. We already observe that rQgnpz; zIq has
a double zero at z “ t˘1u, since it is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of z “ ˘1 multiplied
by
`
dxpzq˘2. We also recognize in (4.46) combinations which can be represented using:
Wg1n1pιpzq, zJq “ ´Wg
1
n1pz, zJq ´OzWg
1
n1pz, zJq ´ dzVg
1
n1pz, zJq. (4.49)
If we rewrite the equality (4.46) in terms of ωg
1
n1pz, zJq and ωg
1
n1pιpzq, zJq, we conclude after some algebra
that Qgnpz; zIq “ rQgnpz; zIq. l
5 Solution by the topological recursion
5.1 Main result
Assuming that t, t are tame, we are going to show that the generating series of stuffed maps W gn
(in the x variables) or Wgn (in the z variables), are given up to a shift – which is essential – by the
topological recursion of [EO07a] applied to the initial data:
ω01pzq “W01 pxpzqqdxpzq, (5.1)
together with the Bergman kernel:
ω02pz1, z2q “
´
W02 pxpz1q, xpz2qq ` 1`
xpz1q ´ xpz2q
˘2¯dxpz1qdxpz2q, (5.2)
and local involution given by ιpzq “ 1{z (this is Theorem 5.1 below).
For this purpose, we remind the definition of the local Cauchy kernel:
Gpz0, zq “ ´
ˆ z
ω02pz0, ¨q, (5.3)
and introduce the recursion kernel :
Kpz0, zq “ ´1
2
∆zGpz0, zq
∆zω01pzq
“ ´
1
2
´ z
ιpzq ω
0
2pz0, ¨q
ω01pzq ´ ω01pιpzqq
. (5.4)
For 2g ´ 2` n ą 0, we introduce the meromorphic forms:
ωgnpz1, . . . , znq “Wgnpz1, . . . , znqdxpz1q ¨ ¨ ¨dxpznq (5.5)
and from Theorem 4.2, we have the inhomogeneous linear equations:
Szωgnpz, zIq `Ozωgnpz, zIq ` dzVgnpz, zIq “ 0 (5.6)
According to Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 4.1, ωgnpz, zIq is meromorphic in a neighborhood of U, and has
poles only at z “ ˘1. Therefore, and since we are working in the realm of formal series in t, t, we can
apply Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.6 to represent, for pn, gq ‰ p1, 0q, p2, 0q:
ωgnpz, zIq “ Φgnpz; zIq ` Res
zÑ˘1
∆zGpz0, zq
4
∆zω
g
npz, zIq (5.7)
Φgnpz0; zIq “ 14ipi
˛
zPU
Gpz0, zqdzVgnpz; zIq “ 14ipi
˛
zPU
ω02pz0, zqVgnpz; zIq. (5.8)
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The expression (5.8) is valid when z0 is outside U, and can be analytically continued inside U. We
remind that Φgnpz, zIq is holomorphic in a neighborhood of U. Then, we decompose Qgn defined in
(4.45) as:
Qgnpz; zIq “ 12 Szω
0
1pzqSzωgnpz, zIq ` 12 ∆zω
0
1pzq∆zωgnpz, zIq ` Egnpz; zIq (5.9)
Egnpz; zIq “ ωg´1n`1pz, ιpzq, zIq `
ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
pJ,fq‰pH,0q,pI,gq
ωf|J|`1pz, zJqωg´fn´|J|pιpzq, zIzJq. (5.10)
The first term in (5.9) has a double zero at z “ ˘1. So does Qgnpz; zIq according to Theorem 4.3.
Therefore, if we plug the expression for ∆zWgnpz, zIq in terms of Qgnpz, zIq, we find that the only term
contributing to the residue in (5.7) is Egnpz, ιpzq, zIq. So, we have proved:
Theorem 5.1 If t, t is tame, we have the recursion relation, for any pn, gq ‰ p1, 0q, p2, 0q:
ωgnpz0, zIq “ Φgnpz; zIq`Res
zÑ1 Kpz0, zq
”
ωg´1n`1pz, ιpzq, zIq`
ÿ
JĎI, 0ďfďg
pJ,hq‰pH,0q,pI,gq
ωf|J|`1pz, zJqωg´fn´|J|pιpzq, zIzJq
ı
.
(5.11)
This is a topological recursion, since the right-hand side involves only ωg
1
n1 with 2g
1´2`n1 ă 2g´2`n.
The form of the recursion is universal, it only depends on the model through the initial condition ω01
and ω02 , and the monodromy operator ι. Evaluating ω
g1
n1pz1, zJq at z1 “ ιpzq is done by Theorem 4.2,
which led to the expression (5.6) for the monodromy.
5.2 Examples of Euler characteristics ´1
5.2.1 Torus with 1 boundary
For pn, gq “ p1, 1q, (5.11) becomes:
ω11pz0q “ Φ11pzq ` Res
zÑ˘1Kpz0, zqω
0
2pz, ιpzqq, (5.12)
and (5.8) gives:
Φ11pz0q “ 14ipi
2
pk ´ 3q!
ÿ
kě3
ˆ
Uk
2T 0k pxpζ1q, . . . , xpζkqqω02pz0, ζ1qω02pζ2, ζ3q
kź
j“4
ω01pζjq
` 1
4ipi
1
pk ´ 1q!
ÿ
kě1
ˆ
Uk
2T 1k pxpζ1q, . . . , xpζkqqω02pz0, ζ1q
kź
j“2
ω01pζjq. (5.13)
5.2.2 Sphere with 3 boundaries
For pn, gq “ p3, 0q, we compute from (5.11):
ω03pz1, z2, z3q “ Φ03pz1; z2, z3q ` Res
zÑ˘1Kpz1, zq
´
ω02pz, z2qω02pιpzq, z3q ` ω02pz, z3qω02pιpzq, z2q
¯
“ Res
zÑ˘1
ω02pz, z1qω02pz, z2qω02pz, z3q
2dxpzqdypzq , (5.14)
where we have defined the function y which is the analytic continuation of ∆xW
0
1 pxq in the z-plane,
and has simple zeroes at z “ ˘1. The integrand in (5.14) has a simple pole at z “ ˘1 owing to dxpzq
in the denominator. Hence, the residue can be evaluated:
ω02p1, z1qω02p1, z2qω02p1, z3q
x1p1qy1p1q `
ω02p´1, z1qω02p´1, z2qω02p´1, z3q
x1p´1qy1p´1q , (5.15)
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where α means that we divide the 1-form by dz and evaluate the function obtained in this way at
z “ α. Besides, from (5.8), we have:
Φ03pz1, z2, z3q “ 14ipi
ÿ
kě3
1
pk ´ 3q!
˛
Uk
T 0k pxpζ1q, . . . , xpζkqqω02pζ1, z1qω02pζ2, z2qω02pζ3, z3q
kź
j“4
ω01pζjq.
(5.16)
We observe that both ω03pz1, z2, z3q and Φ03pz1, z2, z3q are symmetric in their 3 variables, although this
is not obvious of the definition.
We leave to a future investigation the study of the symmetry properties of ωgnpz1, . . . , znq and
Φgnpz1, . . . , znq.
5.3 Generating series of closed stuffed maps
The generating series of connected closed stuffed maps of genus g is denoted F g (see (2.12)). It is
characterized by its derivatives with respect to the parameters t of the model:
BF g
Bthm1,...,mk
“ p´1qk Res
x1Ñ8
¨ ¨ ¨ Res
xnÑ8
” kź
i“1
xmii dxi
ı´ ÿ
K$v1,kw
f1,...,frKsě0
h`při fiq`k´rKs“g
W fi|Ki|pxKiq
¯
. (5.17)
The residue just picks up the coefficient of x´pm1`1q ¨ ¨ ¨x´pmk`1qk in the Laurent expansion at 8 of
the integrand. We leave to a future investigation the simultaneous integration of (5.17) to get a closed
formula for F g in terms of W g
1
n1 ’s. For usual maps, this step was performed systematically in [Che06],
but the problem here seems more complicated since the evaluation of ωgnpz1, . . .q at z1 “ ιpzq involves
the operator O in (3.17) and thus depends explicitly on t.
5.4 Abstract loop equations with initial conditions
In the terminology of [BEO13], Theorem 4.2 means that ω‚‚ defined by (5.1)-(5.2)-(5.8) satisfy linear
loop equations, which are here solvable thanks to Lemma 3.6 because we work in the realm of formal
series in t, t. Theorem 4.3 then established that ω‚‚ satisfies quadratic loop equation. The recursion
formula (5.11) is then shown in [BEO13, Proposition 2.7] to be a consequence of those two properties,
§ 5.1 merely follows the proof of this result.
For usual maps (or for the usual 1-hermitian matrix model), the relation between W gnpx1, . . . , xnq
the generating series of maps (resp. the coefficients in a large N expansion of the n-point correlation
functions) and the ωgn satisfying the usual topological recursion of [EO07a], was:
ωgnpz1, . . . , znq “W gnpxpz1q, . . . , xpznqq ` δn,2 dxpz1qdxpz2q`
xpz1q ´ xpz2q
˘2¯. (5.18)
It included a shift only for the unstable topologies pn, gq “ p1, 0q, p2, 0q. Here, for stuffed maps (or for
the multi-trace hermitian matrix model), there is a shift between the residue formula and ωgn for any
pn, gq, and this shift is given by Φgn (see (5.8)), in terms of the potentials for topology pn, gq discussed
in § 4.3. In some sense, we can see Φgn as a way to include an ”initial condition” for unstable topologies
in the topological recursion.
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A Two matrix model realization of stuffing
Consider two N ˆN hermitian matrices with formal measure:
dµpM1,M2q 9 dM1 dM2 detp1´ αM1 bM2q´γ exp
`´NTrV1pM1q ´N TrV2pM2q˘. (A.1)
It induces on M1 the distribution:
dµpM1q 9 dM1 exp
`´N TrV1pM1q˘ ˆ
HN
dM2 exp
`´N TrV2pM2q˘detp1´ αM1 bM2q´γ(A.2)
9 dM1 exp
`´N TrV1pM1q˘ ˆ
HN
dM2 exp
´
´N TrV2pM2q ` γ
ÿ
`ě1
α`
`
TrM `1 TrM
`
2
¯
9 dM1 exp
`´N TrV1pM1q ` ÿ
kě1
γk
k!
ÿ
`1,...,`kě1
Tˇ`1,...,`k
`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ `k
kź
i“1
TrM `i1
¯
, (A.3)
where:
Tˇ`1,...,`k “ α`1`¨¨¨``k
A
TrM `12 ¨ ¨ ¨TrM `k2
D
M2,c
, (A.4)
and by definition:
xfpM2qyM2 “
´
HN dM2 exp
`´N TrV2pM2q˘ fpM2q´
HN dM2 exp
`´N TrV2pM2q˘ , (A.5)
and the subscript c stands for ”cumulant”. In other words, the marginal distribution of M1 in
the model (A.1) is of the form (1.2), where T`1,...,`k are by definition the coefficients of the k-point
correlators Wˇk of the matrix M2 for the measure defined in (A.5):
dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxk Tˇkpx1, . . . , xkq “
ÿ
`1,...,`kě1
Tˇ`1,...,`k
kź
i“1
x`i´1dxi (A.6)
“ Wˇk
`
1{pαx1q, . . . , 1{pαxkq
˘
d
`´ 1{pα2x1q˘ ¨ ¨ ¨ d`´ 1{pα2xkqq,
Wˇkpξ1, . . . , ξkq “
A kź
j“1
Tr
1
ξj ´M2
E
M2,c
. (A.7)
The fatgraphs underlying the formal model (A.1) are dual to usual maps with two types of faces
(associated to M1 or to M2), and the particular coupling between M1 and M2 ensures that we can
collect faces of the same type in clusters which are actually usual maps made of faces of type M1 only.
Therefore, a map appearing in the combinatorial description behind (A.1) can be seen as a stuffed
map (in the sense of § 2.1) associated with M1, whose elementary 2-cells are themselves usual maps
(of arbitrary topology) made of faces of type M2. This justifies the name of ”stuffing”.
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